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A Message from Their Royal Majesties

EDITED TO INCLUDE PROXY PARTICIPATION FOR ALL GREAT OFFICERS(I apologize for omitting some
Great Officers, but I was thinking in pandemic skeleton crew mode and hadn’t stopped to consider 1) that one
participant can carry a proxy for more than one officer, and 2) that Kingdom Law requires attendance by each
Great Officer. Thank you, Master Vlad, for keeping me from screwing this up (so far) - just one of the many ways
that a Seneschal keeps the Crown in compliance! HRH Luned is sending out several emails as we speak requesting
the additional proxies. ALSO, if each Baron and Baroness could send a proxy to HRH Luned saying Their
Excellencies Windmasters Hill may carry their proxies.  
 
EDITED TO CHANGE “BARONETCIES” TO “BARONIES”. I swear I know better. 
Thanks Duchess Melisande!  C

Good Evening Atlantia from TRM Cuan and Signy and TRH Anton and Luned:
The four of us are doing our part to practice social distancing at an undisclosed location in the mountains of Fair
Atlantia. We are fully aware that the SCA, while an important part of our lives, must take a back seat to the
increasing threat posed by the spreading Corona virus. We have received approval of our requested variance that
allows us to accomplish Coronation at a private site and live stream the proceedings. We have figured out how to
conduct this business with a skeleton crew in a setting that will not violate civil authority’s ban on gatherings.
 
On April 4, 2020, at 11:00am, Cuan and Signy will conduct their last court. This court will
begin with the induction of Lady Ellisif into the Order of the Laurel (most likely in absentia).
This award cannot wait until the pandemic has passed because the family is set to be moved by
the military early in the summer. It would make us very sad for Ellisif to miss her Laurel at GW
and then have to start again in another kingdom; we are determined to prevent this. Following
the Laurel, we will move very quickly through our final list of awards. We have also decided,
for reasons including law, policy and the fact that beautiful scrolls have been completed - to
invest the new Baron and Baroness of Hidden Mountain and award Court Baronies to Roibeard
and Cecilia. This ceremony will also be conducted in absentia but please be assured that
Hidden Mountain will have the opportunity to celebrate the service of Roibeard and Cecilia
and welcome their new Baron and Baroness Robert and Bridgit once the current crisis has
passed. We thank everyone in advance for their understanding.

Cover art taken from: Renaissance Arts & Designs 
www.renarts-desgin.com (with permission)
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A Message from Their Excellencies
Greetings one and all from the Barony of Windmasters Hill. Words cannot express the pride
that we take in Our Barony and Her people. We hope that you enjoy our hospitality, and by

extension, the hospitality of the great Kingdom of Atlantia.
 

This is your friendly neighborhood Baron Lukas with a PSA. We are a community. We take
care of our own. We can not meet in person, but we can as a community check on each other

through other means. I call on all Windmasters' to keep the lines of communication open.
Reach out to other to make sure everyone is ok. If you're in need of help reach out to see if

someone in our community can help. Last point, I promise, stay safe out there. Yes I am a fan
of "Hill Street Blues"

 
TRM Anton and Luned hope to see all of you later in the Summer and will be working hard to
condense the duties of a six month reign into whatever time is allotted them by
circumstances.The folks listed here are currently healthy and prepared to participate; we are
prepared to adapt if and when circumstances warrant. No one not listed here will be able to
attend and participate in person - we are unwilling to jeopardize anyone’s health or risk
spreading the virus by gathering together more than the dozen people we need to do what we
need to do.
 
Please share this post to any and all kingdom and baronial pages.In closing, please know that it
has been our honor to serve you and we hope to see you all soon. We look forward to seeing
how Atlantians will use this time of separation to sharpen our skills, deepen our knowledge,
and share with each other across the distance. We know that rough times are still ahead of us,
but there will be an SCA and an Atlantia on the other side. Please take good care of
yourselves until we meet again.Yours in Service,Cuan, Signy, Anton, Luned
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A Message from Their Majesties
Once the last Court of Cuan and Signy concludes, we will roll directly into the Coronation of
Anton and Luned. The Coronation ceremony will involve the usual oaths and symbolism, but we
will pare things down and use proxies for the essential officers.The following is a list of
participants:Herald for TRM Cuan and Signy: Master Gaston ValmontHerald for TRH/TRM Anton
and Luned: Lady Caterina di PaoloRoyal Peers: Their Graces, Ragnar and Lynette, Christoph and
AdelhaitBaronial representation: Baron Lucas and Baroness Elizabeth of Windmasters HillProxies for
Seneschal, Marshal, Herald, Exchequer, Chatelaine, MOAS, MoL,Chronicler, Webminister: Lord
Fett, Baron Lochlan, Master Gaston, Baroness EdanRepresentative of the Populace: Lord Magnus
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A Message from Their Excellencies 1-2

Baronial Arms
Registered in October 1979

Per chevron Azure and Vert, in chief
two boreae addorsed and conjoined

and in base a winged cat passant,
forepaw extended, wings elevated and
addorsed, all Argent, within overall a

laurel wreath Or
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Atlantian Calendar of Events
April 

 

 

3-5         Spring Coronation of Anton and Luned (R,H)    
17-19     Night Under a Faie Moon
18           Birthday of the Dragon
18           Tir-y-Don's Italian Renaissance Baronial Birthday
24-26     Mists of Atlantia: Gwain and the Green Knight
24-26    Revenge of the Stitch VII
24-26    Royal Archery Tournament (R)

May

2              Atlantian Spring Crown Tournament(R,)    
9              On Target
                Market Day - Cancelled
15-17      Hawkwood Baronial Birthday XV - An Investiture: 
                  The Field  of Cloth of Gold (Q)                                        
22-25     Ruby Joust IX (R)
29-31     Highland River Melees

Atlantia Lessburg, VA
Lochmere Annapolis , MD

Hawkwood Waynesville, NC

Caer Mear Courtland, VA
Highland Foorde Hagerstown, MD

All Kingdom and
Baronial events for April
have been cancelled due

to outbreak and
quarantine of COVID-19.

June
5-7            SAAD - Oh, For Cog's Sake
6                Skewered!
13              Summer University (R)
19-21       Tourney of the Sun
19-21       A Mid-Summer's Tale
20             Storvik Novice and Unbelt Tournament (R)
26-28      Old School War Practice (R)
27             The Lochmere Arrow Shoot
27             Fiber Arts Workshop
27             Known World Theater Arts

Crois Brigte Booneville, NC
Roxbury Mill Gaithersburg, MD

Atlantia Lynchburg, VA

Charlesbury Crossing Apex, NC
Border Vale Keep Trenton, SC

Storvik College Park, MD
Marinus Clarksville, VA

Stierbach Spotsylvania, VA
Notting Hill Coill Spartansburg, SC

Sacred Stone Lincolnton, NC
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Members in Attendance:  
Non-members in Attendance:  
Meeting Adjourned: 

NEXT MEETING
April  19th
Location: Online virtual meeting
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March  Meeting Notes
Meeting called to order:

 

North Carolina Museum of Art Demo - presented by Sir Alain
Courtney Clemmons, our contact at the museum, is meeting with Sir Alain and Lady Isabella 
 on Wednesday at 4pm.  The plan proposed will be centered around a schedule.  We couldn't
agree on things last year but this year we have a plan. 
Date: Sunday, May 31st from 10 am to 5pm
 
It is a compressed amount of time and scheduling and activities are important.  People have
had confusion as to who and what we can do and what they can see.  People were standing out
in the sun and there was no shade.  We're asking the museum for 50 chairs for the audience. 
 At 10am, we enter with folks through the cafe, set the thrones inside so that they can see the
field from inside.  We will then announce we're going to have a day of tournament, go tot he
list field, and all activities will surround the list field.  All bouts are set in one hour increments:
1 hour heavy, 1 hour rapier, 1 hour comedia, 1 hour rapier, 1 hour heavy and 1 hour court.  That's
it, museum closes.

Due to the COVID-19 outbreak, at the time our
meeting would have taken place,   social gatherings
were limited and quarantines were being put into
effect.  For the safety of all, our March meeting was
cancelled.  

ALL OF THE BUSINESS ITEMS IN THIS MONTH'S EDITION ARE FROM THE
FEBRUARY MEETING WITH AS MUCH INFORMATION AS WE HAVE.  MANY OF
THE DEMO AND EVENTS HAPPENING PRIOR TO MAY WERE CANCELLED.
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By moving the "court" into the café it will all folks to cool off.  Security has been an issue and
we have addressed that issue.  We have created a rain plan as well.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Per the museum directors request, we will process through the museum to catch visitors
attention.  Things start at 10 and end at 3.  There will be block times to keep everyone moving
and no one having a continuous movement.  There are 3 basic areas to worry about: active
displays and going activities, baronial and court.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  The shade area for the fighters has been decided to be roped off, put one of Buckston's
sandwich boards up for signs and find a way to put fans.  All the information that we have to
give to the museum by next month.   Will be have help to reach out for help from Sacred
Stone and Raven's Cove.    We will have both Baronial thrones and Royal thrones.   
    One of the single most popular things we had was a complete period camp setup.  We
haven't secured another individual with that kind of equipment and help with set up and take
down.   Where Solvarr was set up last time, we were 20 deep and it caused clogging of the
walkway.    Security - we can't depend on fighters to be part of security.  We will need a
designated 8 or 10 people as security and then keep that rotated.  Between us and them we
should be able to have enough security to keep things under control.    We are going to ask 3
or 4 guys to spend the night out there to keep our stuff safe.   The Order of the Peele
requested to be able to add a "making bread" demo.  

The Windlore April 2020
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                   the camp has been registered and people can noew register for the BoWMH.  The trailer
is up there and the detial of getting the title have been resolved.  Last week the notification of the
title being mailed.  We have a license plate and getting up there to be switched out so George can
get the old plate.  There are some receipts to be tallied regarding stuff with the DMV and then
planning for a much more efficient Pennsic experience for the upcoming year.  
 
                  is now imposing a fee to transfer the trailer to and from the site.  It's $20 early and $30 on
site.    Daemon: there is also the option of doing it ourselves or empty ourselves and then request
that we have them bring it back and only get charged once.    When do we need to register to get
the $20 rate?  We have plenty of time.    We plan to make the $20 part of the camp fee.   Working
with Ponte Alto to address shower updates.  Hoping to talk with Heinrick and interact with him
about updates of the shower.  
 
Shower issues are: making sure that we know what the parts are prior to and there was some
discussions about making modifications to make things work.  It is making sure that what we did last
year is back to a condition where it will move forward.  Part of the parts are in our trailer.  Some of
the parts went back with Heinrik for tweaking.  That's why we want to get started on it now so that
we aren't doing it at the last minute.  So we have an opportunity to take care of things during the
weekends that are work weekends.  
Aethelmarc war practice is May 14-17th and could be an additional work weekend.  That is the
hardware on the shower.  Did we end up using a donate shower?  Last year we did and it didn’t work
as well as we'd like.  Some is the tent design.  The side brackets are lower and it caused a bit of issue.  
The plan is to go back to the original white garage tent moving forward.
Anything else with Pennsic.   Daemon; we have two of those donated shelters in the encampment. 
 We brought the two that we got from Aedolf back because they require tools to assemble and it
would be easier to do that here with the possibility of using them here like at WoW.    Daemon:  Do
we have the exterior shelter for the shoer that we need or do we need to go up and work on that to
make sure it works as well ?  We have an exterior shelter for walls in between..  That's an aspect of
going up and setting things up and see what happens.
 
 
A call was put out for camp stewards for Pennsic.  Manus and Elizabeth (Rowan)
were the two folks who put their names in the pot.    Lukas: we tabled this previously because we
didn't have a set baronage and one of the folks were on the polling
(Manus/Sophia).  Last year we had Manus/Sophia/Ambra - how many people are going to Pennsic
and camping with the Barony.   In the past, Black Diamond and Windmasters' have combined and
we took the lead.  They seem to have a bigger contingency coming this year and they make take the
lead.  We need representatives in camp.   
Manus: Rowan, as former Baronial, put her name into the pot to be a
steward and she lives out of Barony? 
Lukas: since she cannot respond to questions and she's not available she's not
viable.  Manus/Sophia will now be the stewards.

Pennsic

Coopers

Pennsic Camp Stewards

 The financial committee will begin their meetings after Ymir.
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Canton and Officer Reports
Exchequer Report
     Balance:                          $18, 124.11
     Allocated:  Baronage    $50

          Emergency $500
          Sites            $200

Total Allocated:           $750
Total Unallocated:       $17,374.11                     

Webminister

Chatelaine

MoAS

Quartermaster- n/ a

Chronicler

Herald

Nothing new to report.  

Everything was covered in the talk about the demo.

Give all class ideas to Lady Fine.  Remember KASF is 3 weeks away and display space is
limited.

I am already the Regional Submissions and Consultations herald for the area.  The new Ibis
Herald is Gwenhwyfar Weale so all submissions come through her first.  

First of all, thank you all for the contributions.  It seems that the amount of content is growing
at a steady pace and everyone seems pleased with it.  I hope to see more contributions to the
merchant page.  

Knight Marshal 
Practice is every Wednesday.  Today we had a lot of good people show up.  We had psserby's
etting information.  Alain and Bevin had new people reaching out through social media.  

Archery Marshal - n/a

Thrown Weapons- n/a

Rapier Marshal - n/a
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Attilium 
We just got three new heavy fighters.  Game nights are 1st & 5th Thursdays.  Arts & Sciences
are 3rd Thursday.  Business meeting is 2nd Sunday.

Buckston on Eno
We are working on our birthday event in November, themed Alice and Wonderland.  We are
entertaining bids for a feast-o-crat for the event with bids and in light of the current events,
we have decided to keep the bid open a bit longer and that date will be posted.  Lists of Arts
& Science activities will be listed soon.  We've had one newcomer, Andrew Stone, volunteer
for Deputy Seneschal position and Rioghnach inghean Ui Clerigh (aka Amy Pennachi) has
agreed to step into the role of Deputy Exchequer.  

Elevgast
Meetings are on Thursdays.  We are participating in the load out for Ymir and we will be
selling spices there.  There is a new date for the Elvegast event that would have been in
conflict with Sacred Stone Baronial Birthday.  

Kapellenburg
Welcome!  June 12-14 we will be doing a demo for Cosplay America in Cary.   Costuming, skills
and demonstrations, hands on stuff.  Pre-registration is March 15th.  Our two new comers have
revived the old Kapellenburg Students for Creative Anachronism group.  A new comer is
trying to set up a demo on camp, most likely a weekday.

Nimenefeld
Ivy told us that with two big thumbs up that they are growing again.  They have had about
20ish new fighters at practice.  They would like to borrow the "plastic fantastic" for MATO. 
 They are looking for their garb situation and then would like to have permissino to store the
garb in the Baronial shed if needed.

Nexellency - Thanks to Alain we now have a Baronial email. 
 Baron.windmasters.2020@gmail.com    Baroness.windmasters.2020@gmail.com
This should solve the problem of recommendations not getting through and we will need
recommendations and more medallion cords.  
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Textile cleaning in the 16th century was laborious and could involve soaking, scrubbing,
beating with sticks, paddles, bats or boards, and then hanging or laying out to dry.   Most
of the textiles cleaned in this manner tended to be of linen or hemp, as silk and wool fabrics do
not fare very well with such treatments.

Modern Experimentation with Sixteenth-Century Textile
Stain and Cleaning Recipes 

Cassandra Chambers Wagner (aka Mistress Helwynn Ivelchild)

Spot washing for stain removal was important either tobremove the stains before washing or for
keeping clothes tidy between washings.  Also, some fabrics or clothing items were too delicate
and cannot withstand the rigors of a full washing as described above.
Garments and textiles were highly valued items and it was worth the time and effort to
maintain the textiles by cleaning, airing out, and refreshing colors.  Along with recipes for
fabric dyes, there are several dyers manuals that also give instructions for stain removal
techniques
In 2014, I experimented with a few of these 16th century recipes to see how they worked
overall and to compare against modern detergents and stain removal products.  My
experiments were done using a modern white linen fabric and I chose stains that I thought
might plague the early modern laundress. These stains were olive oil, red wine, mustard sauce,
green sauce, blood, mud, iron gall ink (mixture of oak gall extract & ferrous sulfate), and
beeswax.
During this experiment, I tested ten different “recipes” from 16th century sources. No
technique I tested completely removed all the stains.  Some were better at removing
specific stains than others.  If an overall winner was awarded for this set of tests it would go to
“A verie good way to take out spottes of clothes” (Cold Lye Solution) taken from A
Profitable Book (1588).  I created lye from wood ash for this preparation.

Note: Lye is very caustic.  The pH strips I used to test this liquid gave it a pH of about 13 (14 is
the top level for bases).  I used gloves and goggles when handling this lye solution.  Keep any

lye secure and away from any pets, children, areas where it can be easily spilled.

This lye solution would probably be best on white fabrics because it can have bleaching
properties so it might not be a good solution on colored linens (and I would not use on wool or
silk fabrics).  If using on other fabrics, do a test on a sample of the cloth first.

Before treatment After Cold Lye Treatment
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The award for “most surprising results”, I would hand to both the lemon juice and the wax
removal recipes.  “To Take Spottes of Blacke Ynke or Other Things, Out of Wollen or Linnen
Clothe” from The Third and Last Part of the The Secretes of the Reuerend Maister Alexis of
Piemont (1578) was the only method tested that almost completely removed the ink stain.

After lemon Juice TreatmentBefore treatment

The wax removal experiment: “A Verie Good Way to Take Forth Waxe or Rosin Dropt on
Silke, Wollen, or Linnen” from A Profitable Book (1588) called for tallow to be applied first
and then a hot iron to remove the wax. It was surprising that the addition of the tallow did
seem to remove much more of the wax than just an iron alone. The photo evidence doesn’t
show it as clearly but handling the two fabric samples, one could tell more wax had been
removed from the sample that had the tallow applied first. For more details on these
experiments and before and after photos of the various recipes tested, go to my website:
https://spinningsheep.net/.  (link must be copied and pasted into your browser)

If you are planning try any of these methods yourself, I recommend doing a test in a non-
noticeable area first to make sure that the treatment won’t bleach or damage the fabric. Also,
some of these ingredients are toxic and/or caustic.  Ingredients and cleaning solutions should
be kept securely and away from children and pets.  Please use proper handling and protective
gear with dangerous substances (like lye). For more information and sources, I highly
recommend http://www.elizabethancostume.net/dyes/ and Drea Leed’s article “"Ye Shall
Have It Clene": Textile Cleaning Techniques in Renaissance Europe” in Medieval Clothing &
Textiles 2. For the list of sources/bibliography: https://spinningsheep.net/early-modern-
laundry-stain-removal/early-modern-laundry-stain-removal-sources/
(links must be copied and pasted into browsers to view)
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Documentation for 
The Tournament of Ymir 45

Feast
Presented by

 
Maistir Gaelen Mac Cuinnega'in, OP
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Proofing bread at Ymir.
But what did it prove?

Not to let the dough rise in 150° oven for too long.
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Kingdom Arts & Sciences Festival 2020

Atlantia's Kingdom Arts and Sciences Festival happen in early March.  Here are the complied
winner from Windmasters' Hill!

Royal Brewer - Lord Ciaran mac Breandain - (mka David Gunter)

Royal Baker - Lady Gwenhwyfar Weale - (mka Jennifer Erna Covel)

Persona Pentathalon - Baroness Guenievre de Monmarche -
(mka Jennifer Soucy)

Novice Competition 
1st - Lady Morgan the Alchmist
2nd - Lady Cyneswith the Quiet

3rd - Lord Alfarinn Valason

Also of note, while not a competition (with anyone but themselves) Lord
Alfarinn also directed the Comedia  show that was performed.  This was their
solo directorial debut.  Vivat!
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Additional Awards from the evening court
of Cuan VIII and Signy II

Allegranza Marcovaldi Companion of the Golden Dolphin (Atlantia)
 

 Shockley of  AvonsfordCompanion of the Golden Dolphin (Atlantia)
 

Freydis Rodmarrsdottir Award of Arms (Atlantia)
 

 Vilhjalmskona Companion of the Phoenix Eye (Atlantia) (Sacred Stone)
 

Cynthia Anne of Silver Lakes Companion of the Coral Branch (Atlantia) 
 

Gwenhwyfar Weale Companion of the Opal (Atlantia)
 

Michal Almond de Champagne Companion of the Pearl (Atlantia)
 

Marion le Red Award of the Fountain (Atlantia)
 

Temur Chono Okhin Companion of the Opal (Atlantia)
 

Annice Argent Award of the Silver Nautilus (Atlantia) 
 

Kathryne Larke of Blackwater Award of the Silver Nautilus (Atlantia) 
 

Costança Daguiar Award of the Silver Nautilus (Atlantia)
 

Edgar refskegg Award of the Silver Nautilus (Atlantia) 
21



If you are a merchant in our Barony 
or you take commissions for your art work, or you are part of the

Kingdom,
take a moment to send that information to 

wmhchronicler@gmail.com
 

Send your information, include websites, Facebook pages, image of a
business card or

image of a piece of art. 
Make sure it's accurate so you can be found.
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Merchant Directory  

Barony of Windmasters' Hill
and the Kingdom of Atlantia

The Red Lion Passant
    The Red Lion Passant is a purveyor of decorative keys for all kinds of
awards, badges, heraldry, or icons! Reasonably priced, we strive to give the
best quality we can with the best service we can offer
    Be it baronial, kingdom, or even a personal image we can make it a
complete keepsake and something that will be cherished! Come see us at
Ymir with our inaugural merchanting booth.

On Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/RedLionPassant/

"If you would like to see more or to place an order, visit our new Etsy storefront at
www.etsy.com/shop/theredlionpassant 
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Merchant Directory  

Barony of Windmasters' Hill
and the Kingdom of Atlantia

Gulf Wars - The War with No Enemies left many of the merchants scrambling to sell their
wares without an event.  A Facebook page was created and, as these things happen, an online

market place was created for them.  For many, the numbers far exceeded what they might
normally get in person.  Please see the listing below if you missed any of the posts on line.  

The Facebook listing is Gulf Wars 29 Merchant Relief 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2629774650640671/ 

all links must be copy/paste into browsers

Accessories
Ambience
ArmStreet

Barra Export Company/In the Sirens’ Wake
Bedlam Bazaar

By My Hand Designs LLC
Elephant Land Trading Company(www)

Good Girl Gone Bead
Hobbitronics

Jadi's Silk Road
Kevat’s Bag

Metalsmith Mage
Neverland Designs

Past Tyme Perfumerie
Rabenwald Metalsmything

Reliquary Arcanum
Revival Leather goods & Adkins Historic Reproduction

Sinclair Jewelry
Stormbringer's Treasure

The Basketman/ Dyer Moccasins
The Frisky Filly Bazaar

The Harpy & The Hag with Sartor Bohemia Fabrics
The Shadowed Stranger (Formerly Hamish's Dreck)

Thorthors Hammer
Two Baronesses

Archery
The Bee Folks

NorthStar Archery
 

Armor
ArmStreet

Calontir Trim
Darkwood Armory

EGG Armor
FireDryk Steel

Icefalcon Armory
Munitions Grade Arms

Torvaldr's Leatherworks
Valkyrie Forge, Inc.
Windrose Armoury

Zen Warrior Armory

Art Supplies

Consortium Emporium
Kat's Krafts

Tea and comfort
The Basketman/ Dyer Moccasins

Baskets

By My Hand Designs LLC
Ellen of the Scholars

Kat's Krafts
The Spinning Toad

Good Girl Gone Bead
Pine Box Traders
Strongford Arts

The Spinning Toad
Timeless Manufacturing

Beads

Aesc & Thorn / Lobster Rose Pottery
North Star Armoury

The Haunted Bookshop aka Rock Top Bookshop and
Bindery

White Wolf and Phoenix

Books/publications
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Brewing Supplies
The Bee Folks

Metalsmith Mage
Thorthors Hammer

Two Baronesses

Buttons

Ellen of the Scholars
Calligraphy

Boggy Hollow Bee Farm
The Bee Folks

Candles

Darkwood Armory
Chain Mail

ArmStreet
Barb's Garb

Barra Export Company/In the
Sirens’ Wake

Bedlam Bazaar
Briar Patch Garb

Giggling Wenches Handcrafts, Inc.
Good Girl Gone Bead

Hero's Haven
Hobbitronics

Iron Cross Tailor
Jadi's Silk Road

Kat's Krafts
Kevat’s Bag
Linengarb

Neverland Designs
Phoenix Garb & Trim

Renboots
Silvertree Souq
Simply Stylish
T'gerToggs

The Frisky Filly Bazaar
The Harpy & The Hag with Sartor

Bohemia Fabrics
The Practical Viking
The Spinning Toad

Valkyrie UnderWares

Clothing

Viking archery supply
Crossbows

Boots by Bohemond
Ian's Grove

Kentucky Leather and Hides
Koll's Productions

Where the Gods Live

Drinking Horns

96 District Fabrics
Carolina Calicoes

Miriam’s Yarns and Fibers
Sartor Bohemia

The Harpy & The Hag with
Sartor Bohemia Fabrics

Two Baronesses
White Wolf and Phoenix

Fabric

Tosten's Pots
Timeless Manufacturing

The Basketman/ Dyer
Moccasins

Rabenwald Metalsmything
Palmyra Traders

Metalsmith Mage
Boots by Bohemond

Feast Gear

Darkwood Armory
Fencing Supplies

By My Hand Designs LLC
Consortium Emporium

Darkwood Armory
Dixie Weaver

Gryphon Furniture
JMS Spinning Wheels and

Woodworks
Koll's Productions

Miriam’s Yarns and Fibers
Pine Box Traders
Tea and comfort
Two Baronesses
Ursula's Alcove

White Wolf and Phoenix

Fiber Art

Delights of Cathay
Gode Bakery

Kon-Tiki Freeze
Odyssey Coffee

Queen's Table Tavern
The Bee Folks

The Hammered Biscuit Cafe

Food/Drink

Barra Export Company/In the
Sirens’ Wake

Blackstone's Bath & Boutique
Elephant Land Trading

Company(www)
Past Tyme Perfumerie

Fragrance

Du Puy Creations
Gryphon Furniture

JMS Spinning Wheels and
Woodworks

The Basketman/ Dyer
Moccasins

Furniture

Furs
kentucky leather and hides

Purlesque
Rustic Products
Dyer Moccosins

Past Tyme Perfumerie

Games/Toys

Barb's Garb
Calontir Trim

Iron Cross Tailor
Jadi's Silk Road

Kevat’s Bag
Neverland Designs

Palmyra Traders
Purlesque

The Basketman/ Dyer
Moccasins

Thistlewood Manor Soap
Ursula's Alcove

Head Gear/Hats

Auntie Arwen's Spices
The Bee Folks

Herbs & Spices

Ellen of the Scholars
JMS Spinning Wheels and

Woodworks

Illumination Supplies
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Alworthy's Forge, Esq.
ArmStreet
Barb's Garb

Barra Export Company/In the
Sirens’ Wake

Bedlam Bazaar
Blue Dragon Glass

By My Hand Designs LLC
Crafty Celts

Drachenstein Treasures
Dragonscale Jewelry

Elephant Land Trading Company
Feed the Ravens

Good Girl Gone Bead
Ian's GroveJadi's Silk Road

Koll's Productions
Kraken Press
Kraken Press

Metalsmith Mage
Neverland Designs
Niko's Novelties

North Star Armoury
Past Tyme Perfumerie

Rabenwald Metalsmything
Raymond's Quiet Press

Reliquary Arcanum
Shiney viking bauble

Sinclair Jewelry
Stormbringer's Treasure

Strongford Arts
T'gerToggs

The Frisky Filly Bazaar
The Spinning Toad
Thorthors Hammer

Timeless Manufacturing
Tomas the Lapidary's Jewelry

Viking archery supply

Jewelry

Acts of Piracy
By My Hand Designs LLC

Calontir Trim
Elephant Land Trading

Company(www)
Feed the Ravens

Green Mountain Leathercraft
Gryphon Furniture

Ian's Grove
kentucky leather and hides

Kings Ransom
Renboots

Revival Leather goods &
Adkins Historic Reproduction

The Shadowed Stranger
(Formerly Hamish's Dreck)

TLC Leathercraft

Leathergoods

Acts of Piracy
Alworthy's Forge, Esq.

Calontir Trim
Metalsmith Mage

North Star Armoury
Rabenwald Metalsmything

Shiney Viking Bauble
Strongford Arts

Thorthors Hammer
Timeless Manufacturing

 

Metal Work
A's Round Pottery

Aesc & Thorn / Lobster Rose
Pottery

Ash and Griffin Pottery
Elephant Land Trading

Company(www)
Feed the Ravens

Fire Horse Pottery
JMS Spinning Wheels and

Woodworks
Kraken Press

Lobster Rose Pottery
Painted Sky Pottery

Palmyra Traders
Tosten's Pots

Pottery

Aesc & Thorn / Lobster Rose
Pottery

Music

Munitions Grade Arms
Rattan

Silvertree Souq
Phoenix Garb & Trim
Past Tyme Perfumerie

Metalsmith Mage
Medusa Trading Co.

Jadi's Silk Road
Barb's Garb

Middle Eastern

Bedlam Bazaar
Blackstone's Bath & Boutique

Boggy Hollow Bee Farm
Elephant Land Trading

Company
JMS Spinning Wheels and

Woodworks
Kat's Krafts
Kraken Press

Niko's Novelties
Reliquary Arcanum

Shiney Viking Bauble
The Basketman/ Dyer

Moccasins
The Frisky Filly Bazaar

Thunder Mama
Timeless Manufacturing

Tress and Comb
Viking archery supply

Miscellaneous

Darkwood Armory

Patterns

ArmStreet
Bedlam Bazaar

Boots by Bohemond
By My Hand Designs LLC

Calontir Trim
Du Puy Creations

Ian's Grove
Kevat’s Bag
Kraken Press

Tea and comfort
The Basketman/ Dyer

Moccasins
The Shadowed Stranger

(Formerly Hamish's Dreck)
Timeless Manufacturing

Pouches & Bags

Religious/Spiritual
Ian's Grove

Stained Glass
Blue Dragon Glass

Tents
Rabenwald Metalsmything

Timeless Manufacturing
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Trim
Boots by Bohemond

By My Hand Designs LLC
Cutthroat Cutlery
Darkwood Armory

The Shadowed Stranger
(Formerly Hamish's Dreck)

Timeless Manufacturing
Zen Warrior Armory

WeaponaryT-Shirts
Barb's Garb

Calontir Trim
Consortium Emporium
Phoenix Garb & Trim

Thistlewood Manor Soap
Two Baronesses

White Wolf and Phoenix

Renaissance Arts & Design

The Barony is in need of largesse items. I am announcing a “Dirty Half
Dozen Largesse Competition” for Their Excellencies, Baron Lukas and

Baroness Elizabeth of Windmasters Hill. I am sponsoring this myself.
 

Here are the rules:
 

1. Create SIX of the same type largesse items. You may submit multiple entries.
 

2. Send pictures of your completed entry along with a description and any
documentation you wish to include. This can be sent via messenger to me, or to my

email dianaofwh (at) gmail (dot) com NO LATER than midnight on May 1st.
 

3. Once the time limit is over, I will post all entries in the group for a vote.
 

4. You may either mail your items to me OR we can arrange pick up at a later date
when we can return to an event.

 
5. I will give to the winner a $50 gift card to a merchant / store / restaraunt of their

choosing.
 

***In order to receive the gift card, the entry must be in my hands or with our
Baron and Baroness.

 
In Service,

 
Lady Diana of Windmasters Hill 
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100 Days of SCA Service Challenge
The 100 Days of SCA Service Challenge is a Facebook group challenge which
was inspired by the 100 Day Pell Challenge, where fighters were challenged to
complete 100 consecutive days of pell work. In the 100 Days of SCA Service
Challenge, the participants are challenged to complete a minimum of 10 minutes
per day, every day, for 100 consecutive days. This can be things like retaining, set
up or tear down of events, autocrating, making largesse; anything we consider
service in the SCA. The challenge officially began on January 31, 2018. To date,
we have 379 members from all over the world. We have had 107 people to
complete the challenge. Some have gone on to complete the challenge more
than once. To everyone who has completed the challenge, I send token of
appreciation. As of right now, the token is an embroidered patch of a bee
supporting a crown, along with a note thanking them for their service to the
SCA. The token is subject to change.
 
The rules are: 
Complete AT LEAST 10 minutes of service to the SCA each day for 100
consecutive days. If you miss a day you start over at day 1. On your first day,
create a new post in the 100 Days of SCA Service Facebook group introducing
yourself and telling what you did for 10 minutes that day. On your following
days, post a comment within your original introductory post each day for the
remaining days. (eg) “Day 2/100 – Spent time answering chatelaine emails and
filling out quarterly report.” You can post multiple days at a time, but you
MUST post once per week MINIMUM. When you have completed your 100
days, message me with your address and I will send you a token for completion.

Lady Diana of Windmasters' Hill
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Clan Blue Feather

     Clan Blue Feather is an LGBT+ group with allies in the SCA. SE Blue Feathers is a gathering
of Blue Feathers in the South Eastern region of the US. Local starting point is Piedmont and
Western NC but ALL are welcome here.   Clan Blue Feather began just over a year ago and
continues to grow and flouish.  
 
     There are members of Clan Blue Feather all over the Barony and Kingdom.   If you are
interested in seeing more of the events and what the group has been doing, please visit this
Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/sebluefeathers/  

     Allies and Blue Feather Family, thank you for your continued support!! For those who have
asked about how to contribute to the funds for the Blue Feather pins and pronoun pins that
are being handed out by the group, you may do so in two ways.
 
     A portion of the SE Blue Feather swag that is purchased goes to the group and is available
here:https://bluefeatherswag.itemorder.com/saleYou can also donate directly to the SE Blue
Feathers PayPal via sebluefeathers at gmail dot com.
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Retainers of Atlantia
https://www.facebook.com/groups/306935409973827/
*not linked*

 Retainers of Atlantia, those seeking retainers or mentoring retainers,
to network and retain within Barony lines and beyond.  All are

welcome!
 

Tips, tricks, and tools of the trade are encouraged!   

 Retaining can seem very daunting.  It can be even more so of a chore when
finding retainers is necessary.  Retaining is an amazing way to get a different
perspective on the people and events of the SCA.  
 
This group is on Facebook and is a fantastic tool for the Head Retainer to use
prior to an event to make sure that enough folks are on hand or the Baronage to
shout out to people visiting when there are events so that they can feel more
involved and welcomed.  It can be used for filling spots if they are short staffed,
especially when attending events where their regular retainers might not be
available.  This is a great supplemental tool for all levels of retaining.
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The Guilds of Windmasters' Hill

The purpose of the Calligrapher & Illuminators Guild of Winmasters' Hill is to create awards for the populace, at
the pleasure of Their Excellencies, whether traditional scrolls or non-traditional styles; wood burning, leather
working, ceramics, et cetera.  All artisans are welcome and all are valued.   Our desire to serve the populace is
foremost in all activities, whether a current award or backlog award; all hold equal weight.  
 
If an award has been bestowed upon you and you did not receive it in court at the time, please reach out to the
guild so that we may add it to our list. 
 
Lady Caitrina inghean Fhearghuis, Guild Mistress
Lord Ælfric Ecgeling, Guild Deputy
 

 The new Kingdom Brewer is Lord Ciaran mc Breandain

The Flagon and Cask

The Order of the Peel

The new Royal Baker is Lady Gwenhwyfar Weale 

The Chancery

Calligrapher & Illuminators Guild of Windmasters' Hill
We had a fantastic get together in early March with our newcomer mixer.  We had two new
calligraphers show up, one being new to the SCA, and great conversations and questions.  
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 1/2 Dirty Dozen  Competition - C&I Edition! 
 (1) Create 6 different scroll blanks from the same time period. 

(2) pictures of completed entry along with description or documentation to me by messenger
or wmhchronicler(at) gmail (dot) com account by midnight May 31st.  

(3) All entries will be posted on the C&I page as well as populace pages.  
All entries will be tagged for anonymity.

(4) All items can either be mailed to me or a pick up can be coordinated. 
(5) Winner gets a $50 gift card to store/merchant/restaurant of their choice.  

** entries must be in the hands of a guild mistress for prize.
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The Cantons at a Glance
Attilium

Seneschal: Siobhan inghean Eamoinn Mmhic Dohmnial (Katie Blanchard)
email: ekb3241@yahoo.com
http://groups.google.com/group/attilium
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Caonton-of-Attilium
 
 
Business meetings are held the 2nd Thursday of the month at 7pm at the Kiwanis
Rec Center - 325 Devers Street, Fayetteville, NC.
 
 
Fighter practices are held every Sunday (expect 3rd Sunday of month) at 1pm at
Honeycutt Park.
 
A&S Social nights are held the 1st & 3rd Thursday of the month at the Kiwanis
Center.
 

At this time all public meetings have been cancelled.  
Many cantons are creating online meetings.

Please check with your local group for that information.
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The Cantons at a Glance
Buckston - on - Eno

Seneschal
Una Gylðir seneschal@buckston.windmastershill.org

Chatelaine
Caitrina inghean Fhearguis chatelaine@buckston.windmastershill.org 

Minister of Arts and Sciences
Jennie of Windmaster’s Hill  moas@buckston.windmastershill.org 

Our weekly meetings are held every Thursday at the Hillsborough United Methodist Church,
130 W Tryon Street, Hillsborough  starting at 7 pm.

At this time all public meetings have been cancelled.  
Many cantons are creating online meetings.

Please check with your local group for that information.
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Canton at a Glance
Elvegast

Seneschal : Maelgwn Morgant (Mark Morgan)
morganmark@hotmail.com
http://Elvegast.atlantia.sca.org 
 
Business meetings are held on the 1st & 3rd Thursdays. 
 
A&S Meetings are held on the 2nd & 4th Thursdays. and 
 
Potluck and dancing social night is held on a 5th Thursday.
 
Meetings are held at 7pm at Our Savior's Lutheran Church, 1500 Glenwood Avenue,
Raleigh, NC 27608.

At this time all public meetings have been cancelled.  
Many cantons are creating online meetings.

Please check with your local group for that information.
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The Cantons at a Glance
Kapellenberg

Seneschal: Margaret Cochrane
http://kapellenberg.atlantia.sca.org
 
'Business meetings are held on Mondays at 7:30 PM at Chapel of the Cross
(Franklin Street, Chapel Hill).
 
Rapier practice is on Thursdays at 6pm. 
 
Comedia practice is every other Monday and will appear on the schedule.

At this time all public meetings have been cancelled.  
Many cantons are creating online meetings.

Please check with your local group for that information.
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Canton at a Glance
Nimenefeld

Seneschal: Lady Jonet Nychol (Ivy Knott)
redvelvetleaf@gmail.com
 
Business meetings are held on Wednesdays
Fuquay Varina Community Center, 820 S Main St, Fugquay Varina, NC 27526
 
Fighter practice is held on Wednesdays at 6:30PM - contact canton for location.  
Rapier practices are held in conjunction with fighter practice on the 2nd
Wednesday of the month.

At this time all public meetings have been cancelled.  
Many cantons are creating online meetings.

Please check with your local group for that information.
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BARONIAL EVENTS 
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NCMA Demo
Sunday May 31st from 10-5
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YOUR BARONY
Baron

Lukas Von Reumer: baron.windmasters.2020@gmail.com
Baroness

Elizabeth of Rosewood: baroness.windmasters.2020@gmail.com
Seneschal

Fett of Windmasters' Hill seneshal@windmastershill.org

Exchequer
Dyrrfina Frevidardottir (Stephanie Taylor) echequer@windmastershill.org

Quartermaster

 Eilon Bat Miriam (Brianne Galgano): quartermaster@gmail.com
Knight Marshal

Lord Bevan-Bevan (bevanbevanofbevan@gmail.com
Rapier Marshal

Tassin Navetier (Jason Hescheles): jihescheles@gmail.com
Target Archery Marshal

Rose Davidson (Keat Perkins): keat.perkins@gmail.com

Youth Combat Marshal
Vacant

Chatelain

Isabela Bourchier de Lovaine: Chatelaine@windmastershill.org
Minister of Arts & Sciences

Fine ingen Tomaltaig(Linda Anthony Sears): moas@windmastershill.org

Minister of the List

 Vacant

Chronicler

Caitrina inghean Fhearghuis (Veronica Yoshida): chronicler@windmastershill.or

Webminister

Owain Weale (Timothy Covel): webminister@windmastershill.org

Chancellor Minor

Vacant

Herald

Lady Geneviefve d'Estelle

Baronial Warlord:  

Sir Alain de la Rochell
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Armoured - Sir Alain de la Rochelle
Rapier - Percy Aldreidge
Archery - Vacant
Static Arts - Vacant
Performing Arts - Lady Eilon Bat Miriam/lady Caitrina inghean Fhearghuis
Brewing - Vacant

Baronial Fighter practice & business meetings are held the 3rd Sunday of each
month.  Fighter practice starts at 1 PM and meetings start at 5 PM.

The Current Baronial Champions 
of Windmasters' Hill 

The Windlore April 2020
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The Windlore Submissions
Please, remember that all submissions for The Windlore must be accompanied by
an SCA photograph release form.  Below is the link to the necessary forms.
 

Society Chronicler forms
http://chronicler.atlantia.sca.org/Releases.php

 
Release form for writing or artwork

Release form for photographs
Release form for models (the subject of your artwork or photograph)

 

This is the Windlore, a publication of the Barony of Windmasters' Hill of the
Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc.  The Windlore is available from Veronica
Yoshida (chronicler @windmastershill.org).  Subscriptionsare free as all
publications are available electronically.  This newsletter is not a corporate
publication of the Society of Creative Anachronism, Inc., and does not delineate
SCA policies (c) Copyright 2016, Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc.  Form
information on reprinting letters and artwork from this publication, please
contact the Barony of Windmasters' Hill Chronicler, who will assist you in
contactig the original creator of the piece.  Please respect the legal rights of our
contributors.

This publication is distributed primarily in an electronic format and is accessible
from our Baronial website, www.windmastershill.org.  If you wish to receive a
hard copy of the Windlore by mail, you may do so by submitting a written
request to the Barony or by contacitng the Baronial Chronicler, Lady Caitrina
inghean Fhearghuis (Veronica Yoshida) at chronicler@windmastershill.org.
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